On the final day of the 2015 TASP conference, we heard of the sad passing of our great friend and inspiration, Brian Sutton-Smith. The memorial panel, which was one of the centre-pieces of the 2016 TASP conference, was the first opportunity we had to mark his passing. We did so with a selection of memories and reflections on his life. Brian spent his adult life studying the phenomenon of play in all its forms: child and adult; frivolous and serious; sporting and educational; charming and disgusting. He showed that children are not always innocent in their play, and that adults often feel guilty about theirs. His academic legacy lies in hundreds of articles and over fifty books, including the seminal work The Ambiguity of Play (1997). However, those of us who knew him well also remember the great joy with which he lived his life. The Panel was a mixture of friends, collaborators, ex-students and TASP colleagues. All of them had a story to tell about the way this great supporter of TASP touched their lives. My discipline is early childhood education. Throughout my career, I have remained committed to the topics of learning, teaching, young children, and play. Early in my career as an undergraduate and then a teacher, I discovered Brian Sutton-Smith as one of the writers in early childhood education who substantiated the value of play for a child's development. Much later in my career, searching for a rigorous doctoral program that would support my passion for children and play, I found the University of Pennsylvania (Penn) AND Brian Sutton-Smith. Even though I knew of his scholarly work, I still thought Brian would be one of several excellent professors at Penn. But Brian was a professor par excellence as:
Brian's second play theory involved cultural aspects of play, the study of play contexts (Sutton-Smith, 2008a) . Culture is the context in which adults and children socially create and manage play (Meckley, 1994) . He believed playing is what people do when they create culture. A cultural theory of play then involves the study of games, festivals, narratives, toys, and socialization, all important research areas for Brian who wrote extensively on these cultural aspects of play (Meckley, 2015) .
Brian's most recent and most complex theory about play, often referred to as Play as Emotional Survival (Sutton-Smith, 2007; Sutton-Smith, 2012) , occupied his thinking and writing for the final 15 years of his life. This theory highlighted the importance of emotions in most forms of play (Sutton-Smith, 2001 ).
Brian's life and career are inspiring and creative. In The Manifesto: A Guide for Developing a Creative Career (2002), E. Paul Torrance explained that a creative career means that the person is not afraid to fall in love with something and pursue it with intensity; is understanding and proud of their best strengths ... practicing, developing, exploiting, and enjoying these abilities; and the person does what they love and can do well in spite of others' expectations. Brian's life journey was full of creativity, humor and passion. Brian was a seriously playful and joyful scholar.
I will conclude with some of Brian's own concluding remarks. In The Future of Play Theory (1995) he advises the student that, "it takes considerable courage to continue to study a subject matter that most other scholars do not appreciate and which will often be, in consequence, of no help in their own personal academic advancement" (p. 293). Therefore, Brian Sutton-Smith often affirmed at the end of his writings the charge to the person studying and writing about play to find the "joy of the journey" (Sutton-Smith, 2005, Part V) and to know that "it is possible to have fun" (Sutton-Smith, 2011 ).
Strive to live your life in the spirit of play as did Brian Sutton-Smith.
Anna Beresin -Meeting Brian in a Book
In the mid 1980s, I stumbled upon a book in the Harvard Coop Bookstore entitled Toys as Culture (1986) , and decided on the spot to see about studying with its author, Brian SuttonSmith. Brian was at the University of Pennsylvania, and I soon moved to Philadelphia to study with him at the Graduate School of Education. As Brian was jointly appointed in the Psychology of Education and in the Folklore Department in the School of Arts and Sciences, and as I was there to apprentice with him, the university graciously allowed me to complete a double PhD in both departments, focusing on children's folklore.
As I met Brian in a book, it seems most fitting to share with you stories from one of his own, a now out of print novel he wrote when he was a young teacher of children in his native New Zealand. Smitty Does a Bunk (1961) was written to entice his students to read, and as it was published with plenty of slang and 'misbehavior,' its publication was the source of considerable controversy. To 'do a bunk' meant to run away from home, and the story features the brothers Brin and Smitty, a slightly veiled reference to Brian and his own big brother. Brin and Smitty plan staying out all night with their friend Gormie. Here Brian shows his affection for Piagetian child psychology: "What's it like being out all night?" said Gormie. And everybody ran away down the road, and the little girls ran away down the road with everyone else, and the line of standard six boys with their arms joined together ran away down the road with everyone else. And some went this way and some went that, but wherever anybody went, everybody knew that the holidays had come. Two big WHOLE weeks with everyday all full up with holiday. So FULL UP with holiday that there was no room for anything else. So full up with holiday that it seemed to make the air thick. You could smell it. Just as it if were full of fish and chips. And when they walked and ran and hopped and skipped and just went down the roads from school, everybody was walking and running and hopping and skipping in air that was thick THICK with all the things that everybody was going to do. . . corker big long days, football up at the park, kicks at the goalposts (if they were up), coffee buns for dinner, flying kites, making hairy-buzzers, tracking each other down in the pines and the Flicks on wet days. You could almost eat all the things to do out of the middle of the thick air. But Smitty went home a bit more quietly than everybody else cause he was thinking about his special idea as usual. He'd thought about it for a long time now." Brian loved trouble. It was the seed of critical thinking, and troublemakers were the most fun and made for the best fieldwork. My favorite Smitty adventure involves our three heroes attempting to sneak into the local zoo.
Smitty was down on his knees just about to crawl after him when all of a sudden the bushes nearby gave a big heave and a man rushed out on them.
He had a big black hat pulled down over his face. "Hey! there you boy. What do you think you're doing?" cried the man. Gormie took a frightened look back from the other side of the gate and pelted off down the path without a word. (Saurat, 1945, iv.) As for his mind, there is none better.
Tom Henricks -Brian Sutton-Smith's Legacy for Play Studies: 10 Themes
We gather here to remember Brian Sutton-Smith and to ponder his legacy. There are, it should be noted, different ways of thinking about the term "legacy". One way, perhaps the most familiar, is to understand legacy as a social matter. An individual's legacy resides in the persons he or she has met and influenced. Professors -and Sutton-Smith was a wonderful example of this -communicate with students, colleagues, associates, and the public at large. Those "legates" or "legions" carry the teacher's ideas, models of inquiry, and habits of being into their own social circles, where those approaches are practised, discussed, and refined. The professor lives on in this very important way.
A second way of understanding legacy -and the approach I follow here -is to consider this matter abstractly, or culturally. Professors -and here again Sutton-Smith shines -offer their writings to the academic and popular press. Through those vehicles, thousands of people who will never meet the writer consider these formulations. Indeed, generations to come will have much the same opportunities to read, reflect, and respond as those living now. In other words, it is the ideas themselves that prosper and thicken in their implications. What are, at least in my judgment, some of the most important ideas of Professor SuttonSmith? I discuss below ten of these, many of which have already changed the field of play studies and others which should be heeded carefully as that field advances.
Studying play properly requires many academic perspectives
Sutton-Smith never confined himself to one way of looking at his elusive subject. Although originally a student of education in New Zealand, he fused this with later researches in developmental and comparative psychology and, especially, folklore. He understood that play is something people across the world do, but they do it in their own, culturally modified, ways. And he recognized that because play is universal, there must be some biological fundament that urges this activity and that links human creativity to the romping of other creatures.
This ecumenical spirit is expressed most fully in his classic work, The Ambiguity of Play (Sutton-Smith, 1997). That book, as readers may recall, addresses many issues; but it is especially a recognition that many disciplines have contributed to our understanding of what play is and can be. Play may have its proper home in the fields of early childhood development, psychology, and education. But coming to terms with play also means studying the offerings of anthropology and sociology, history, folklore, literary theory, philosophy, and recreation. There are emerging disciplines, like media and performance studies. And, always, one must attend to what biologists, neuroscientists, and scholars of animal behavior are saying about the groundwork of human possibility. Without this multidisciplinary sensitivity, scholarly understandings of play remain partial.
We should combine the theoretical, empirical, and applied
As there are many disciplines, so there are different avenues of scholarly commitment within each of these. Some of us -by training, but perhaps more by inclination -are theorists. Others have an empirical spirit. Still others stress the importance of doing real work in the real world and, by consequence, changing people's lives.
Most of us who study play find that one of these styles suits us best. Sutton-Smith was exceptional in his ability to transcend these limitations. Because of that, it is common for play scholars to have their own "Brian," who speaks to their highly particular commitments. A theorist like me is interested especially in Sutton-Smith's multi-faceted -and continually evolving -accounts of play's nature and implications. But he was also an empiricist who spent countless hours observing children and recording their stories, rhymes, and jokes. He was keen to show that those accounts do not always square with what adults -or indeed, theorists of play -would have those children say.
Sutton-Smith was equally an advocate and practitioner. An educationalist by training, he supported different styles of play, commented on the proper roles of adults in those processes and, more generally, advocated the right of all children to explore their own development in ways of their choosing. He and his wife and colleague Shirley consulted with toy makers; advised parents; fought against excessive drilling, testing and regimented recreation in schools; commented on playgrounds; and supported rising professions like playwork.
Acknowledge the value -and the limitations -of play's "rhetorics"
In The Ambiguity of Play (1997), Sutton-Smith articulates his view that play scholars tend to operate within distinctive academic camps, which should be recognized as ideologies or "rhetorics." These camps are marked less by disciplinary divisions -such as psychology being opposed to history or sociology -than they are by the inhabitants' shared belief that a certain way of studying play -and making policy recommendations on that basis -is best. Commonly, those beliefs are never examined in a rigorous way. Sometimes, the believers are simply unaware of other traditions.
In his book, Sutton-Smith describes seven of these ideologies. Most attention is given to what is surely the dominant view in play studies: play is a vehicle for the development or "progress" of young humans and animals. Although he questions some of the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of this perspective that play always advances creaturely capability, he does not disparage it. Instead, he stresses that there are other ways of studying play's meanings.
Some of those ways, like the rhetoric of progress, are common among scholars who focus on play in modern societies. In that light, he describes a second theme: childhood "imagination" and fantasy. Play, for many scholars, is a protected setting where people explore cognitive, moral, and emotional themes. Closely related to this is a third rhetoric he calls the "self." Such a view stresses that play helps people realize themselves as persons, not in the interiors of the mind but in real-life encounters with other persons and objects.
There are also rhetorics favored by those who study traditional societies and by others who ponder play's darker, more deviant expressions. In such contexts, play may be seen as an encounter with "fate," where people confront forces they cannot control. So we gamble, wilfully risk our safety in drug-based or sexual escapades, and court physical danger. Alternately, play may be described by a fifth theme: foolishness or "frivolity." When we are silly, we undermine public standards for thought, feeling, and behavior. Cultural patternsand social relations -are dissembled and reassembled.
Still different is the rhetoric that Huizinga stressed: play is about social competition or "power." Commonly, this competition is fair to a degree that most of us would advocate, but play occasionally turns into activities that are manipulative, abusive, or mean. Although traditional societies sometimes honor violent or exploitative forms of display, they also exhibit a seventh and final pattern: "community identity." While scholars of modernity emphasize the rise of the individual, in play as elsewhere, anthropologists and historians demonstrate how communities, transcending their members and even the generations, are built through play.
Sutton-Smith's thesis is that play operates in different personal, social, and cultural contexts and, indeed, within these contexts, functions in different ways. The challenge for play studies is to accommodate all these perspectives.
Play can be rebellious and disorderly
Most writers on play, I would venture to say, are interested in that subject because they see play as an opportunity for people to exhibit -and become -their better selves. The ideal society is one where individuals follow agreed-upon rules, cooperate, and support one other. Play cultivates these pro-social tendencies. More than that, it prizes creativity, especially of the sort that "constructs" the world. Typically, scholars describe play-worlds as places where people build things and then live amidst their creations peaceably. Less attention is given to the ways in which players tear things down.
In a noted essay written with Diana Kelly-Byrne, Sutton-Smith (1984a) decried this "idealization" of play. To be sure, much play is constructive, but some is destructive. Play prizes cooperation (as Huizinga said) but it also celebrates competition (as Huizinga said). Much play is indeed progressive, but other forms seem regressive. In other words, we are not always those "better selves" when we play. Sometimes we are naughty and disrespectful. In Sutton-Smith's view, these are not qualities for which the player must apologize. Rebellionessentially, testing the boundaries of the permissible -is as critical for developing individuals and groups as compliance is.
Furthermore, it is rarely the case that play is only one thing and not its opposite -for example, an event's being entirely spontaneous and creative and not rule-bound. In another essay, again with Kelly-Byrne, Sutton-Smith (1984b) describes a fundamental "bi-polarity" in theories of play. Play is, simultaneously, "equilibrating" and "disequilibrating." Ordinarily, play has rules and features moral order. But it also features tension, stress, and conflict. Certainly, some play activities seem more tension-filled than others. But play almost always features a steady agreement -if only by the individual herself -about what is to be done. Within that framework, the possibilities of disorder -and its resolution -are explored (see also Henricks, 2009 ).
Play is interactive, or dialectical
Sutton-Smith once confessed to me that one of the proudest moments of his early career occurred when he challenged Piaget about the latter's influential theory of play (SuttonSmith, 1966 ). Piaget, it may be recalled, argued that children's more basic forms of play should be seen as "pure assimilation," a pattern in which individuals try to impose their own visions for activity on the world (Piaget, 1962 p. 89) . That practicing of "schemas" -as when a child wilfully jumps back and forth across a small stream -is done for the sheer pleasure of doing-and-achieving. Through repetition children expand, and gain confidence in, their ability-sets.
Sutton-Smith understood that play can be practice. But he stressed that play also features acts of adjustment or re-thinking based on how the world responds to our schemas. In other words, play features "accommodation" (the reassessment process that Piaget described as the opposite pole of mental activity) as much as it does assimilation. Players discover new possibilities in situations at the same time that they engrave the tried-and-true. And these new possibilities arise through interactions, or patterns of give-and-take.
For such reasons, Sutton-Smith (1978) characterized his approach as "dialectical." That exchange process does not seek to end dispute or alleviate tension. Instead, it celebrates these instabilities. And out of this ferment, play's meanings arise.
Play is for all ages
Encouraged by the "play-as-progress" rhetoric, most play scholars maintain a deep commitment to the development and well-being of children, and within that group, young children. Kids -like the young of other species -are rapidly expanding their abilities in ways that adults can only envy. They are developing new understandings and determining the usefulness of these. They are learning moral judgment, sometimes painfully. There are emotions to be experienced -and managed. By increments, important comprehensions of selfhood emerge. Play is the laboratory where we explore, under controlled conditions, what we can and cannot do.
Sutton-Smith himself was committed to the education of young children. His studies of play center on the perils and prospects of those early stages of life. But he was also drawn to anthropological, historical, and sociological accounts that focus on the meanings of public play for adults. He was interested in the play-of-meaning in literature and philosophy. As he discussed this issue in The Ambiguity of Play (1997 p.75), his work "takes for granted that sports, festivals, and contests are indeed matters of play and that the play concept is not to be applied only to children." Music, art, and dance are equally occasions of creative personal expression. Players come from every age group. And the principal consequence of play -to awaken the self to the possibilities of living -is surely universal.
It's about the variability!
As Sutton-Smith (2008a) recalled in an essay about his career, his theories moved through three stages. The first of these stages concentrated on play as a "viability variable" (p.90). Witnessing the street games, stories, jokes, and rhymes of children revealed to him that play is less about sing-song bonding than it is about spunky improvisation and rebellion. Misbehaving, and creating more generally, is functional; for it expands behavioral repertoires and emboldens the perpetrators. Such skills may be useful in moments to come, not only those that are anticipated, but also those that are not.
In the second theoretical stage he stressed "culturally relative play forms" (p.99). Play, as he learned from anthropologists, is shaped by cultural as well as psychological and biological factors. Different societies impose different kinds of challenges for their members. When children play games, they materialize those challenges and shape useful responses to them. That general approach was termed the "conflict-enculturation" thesis (Roberts and Sutton-Smith, 1962) . It is less about learning "values" or "habits" than it is about confronting salient issues.
The third and final stage featured an attempt to see play as a "co-evolutionary multiplex of functions" (Sutton-Smith, 2008a p.111). In essence, that mature writing sought to integrate the themes of body, brain, and culture described above. Play was understood to advance both individuals and the species itself. The play of other creatures was seen as foundational to our own. Human play was claimed to be adaptive at many different levels: from the most basic forms of physical positioning through psychological and social considerations to encounters with complicated cultural scripts. All are contexts within which people confront issues and find their places.
As the reader should note, Sutton-Smith never rejected his initial theory but instead built off it. Concerns about cultural variability and multiple functions are essentially expansions of the play studies lens. People do not play to establish precise behaviors but to explore possible responses to many issues, tensions, or "dualities" (Sutton-Smith, 2008a p.114). Variability remains central. In the final chapter of The Ambiguity of Play, he makes this plain: "So in conclusion, I have presented here the view that variability is the key to play and that structurally play is characterized by quirkiness, redundancy, and flexibility" (SuttonSmith, 1997 p.229). Once again, play broadens rather than narrows patterns of response.
Play expresses our most basic emotional yearnings
There is another important issue, which Sutton-Smith was working on during his last years. Play speaks, or so he claimed, to something very basic within us: our feelings about ourselves and about our placement in situations. Earlier scholarship, including much of Sutton-Smith's, focused on play as an occasion to establish cognitions of how the world operates, evaluate and refine values, and hone useful skills. But humans are not calculating machines. We operate with deeply established emotions, patterns of awareness and expression that indicate to others what we are preparing to do and indeed, that clarify those intentions to ourselves.
From Schiller onward, scholars have recognized that play is satisfying, expressive behavior. When we play, we experience and display many dimensions of ourselves. Our playful recognitions-and-responses simultaneously unite feelings with thoughts, moral judgments, and skills. We are urged in one direction and then another by these orientations.
Although most have depicted emotions as by-products or rewards for play, Sutton-Smith took the different line that emotions are sources -and then sounding boards -for the activities that follow. In that context, players seek out activities that will bring to the surface fundamental emotions. They create scenarios that keep these feelings in play; through their actions, the players show their ability to confront and control them. To the extent that these activities are successful, people convert what are usually thought to be negative feelings -like disgust, fear, or shame -into positive ones. Good play is that which elevates these concerns effectively and manages them well.
As one part of his theory, Sutton-Smith sought to link major forms or types of play (identified with his seven rhetorics) to very basic emotions like fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, surprise, and shame. Different play activities -such as visiting haunted houses or telling 'gross' jokes -can be seen as opportunities to revisit experiences that have been fundamental to the survival of our species. Play keeps us emotionally ready, or sharp, through this reawakening of commitments. And more complicated social and cultural forms of play perform similar functions for the "secondary" emotions that are established on this basis and cultivated through social learning (Sutton-Smith, 2008a p.114) .
Although illness prevented Sutton-Smith from developing these themes fully, his challenge to subsequent generations of play scholars remains. Play celebrates what is optimistic in humans. It converts hesitance and disability into their opposites. What role does emotion play in these processes?
Play is pluralistic, paradoxical, and ambiguous.
Sutton-Smith opposed narrow visions of what play "is" or "means." In his view, play always takes many forms and means many things. Some of those things even seem to be opposites. Thus, as we have seen, play may be simultaneously rule-bound and spontaneous, orderly and disorderly, rebellious and compliant. It is entirely momentary in its circumstances and commitments and yet is universal in its appeal and in its enrichment of human life.
It is also the case that different people 'get' different meanings out of play experiences. At any rate, there are different roles in play: leaders and followers, parents and children, winners and losers, creators and destroyers. Some players comply while others rebel. People alternate their roles. Part of play's charm is the variety of experiences that it induces.
Toward the end of his career, Sutton-Smith (1997, p. 142 ) aligned his view with Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of the 'dialogue' that occurs in novels and other cultural forms. For Bakhtin (1981) there is a plurality of voices that shapes the character of events. The public imagination -and the private one that participates in this -is fed from many sources. There is always more meaning -professions, allusions, contradictions, confusions, and such -than anyone can say. It is out of that ferment that play's meanings arise.
Sutton-Smith's classic work is titled The Ambiguity of Play for good reason. His scholarship reminds us that we should not expect play to be only of one style or to be narrow in its meanings. Those who harbor such beliefs will find that play's character and importance eludes them.
The task is never finished
There is a character in Virginia Woolf's To the Lighthouse who is driven to know all he can about his chosen field of inquiry. To describe Mr. Ramsay (often thought to represent the author's own historian-father), she uses the imagery of the alphabet (Woolf, 1955, pp. 53-56) . In his quest for philosophical knowledge, the character has reached "Q," farther than most people can imagine. He is driven to stand on the next step, "R." Is "S" possible? One person in a generation, or so he believes, reaches "Z."
More considerate in every way than Woolf's Mr. Ramsay, Brian Sutton-Smith was just as committed to learning all he could about his chosen subject: play. He read, observed, analyzed, and created voraciously. He worked his way through that particular alphabet farther perhaps than any other scholar has gone.
Yet, he was also clear that learning about play -like participating in play -is an opening rather than a closing of knowledge. Many people must be engaged in that inquiry. Many approaches must be welcomed. Theory, research, and practical applications are to be communicated and assessed widely. Brilliant scholars -like Professor Sutton-Smith -are to be acknowledged and consulted. But no single view is to be over-praised. The field of play studies advances through collective deliberation, creativity, and commitment.
Michael Patte -Brian and the Association for the Study of Play (TASP)
After the death of Brian-Sutton Smith, renowned 20 th -century play scholar, a memorial symposium was organized to celebrate his remarkable life and contributions to the field of play at the 42 nd annual gathering of the Association for the Study of Play (TASP). My role on the panel was to reflect upon Brian's influence on TASP over the years, especially how he nurtured students and young scholars interested in studying the construct of play. To encapsulate the impact Brian had on the study of play throughout his storied life, I borrowed a phrase used by Bono, front man from the band U2, who when eulogizing the great American singer-song writer Johnny Cash said "In a garden full of weeds -the oak tree."
Although not a founding member of the Anthropological Association for the Study of Play, now the Association for the Study of Play (TASP), Brian played an active role in the association from its inception in the early 1970s through attending the annual meetings; editing the association's newsletter, proceedings, journals, and volumes; serving on the association's executive committee; serving as the association's president; offering conference presentations and keynote addresses; producing an impressive catalogue of scholarly writings; and introducing generations of students and young scholars to the association and hence the field of play.
Like many before me, The Ambiguity of Play (1997), thought to be Brian's seminal work, expanded my thinking about the very nature of play through examining his seven rhetorics (play as progress, play as fate, play as power, play as identity, play as imaginary, play as the self, play as frivolous). As a young play enthusiast trained in the field of education, my lens was hyper-focused on the rhetoric of play as progress, due in part to the marginalization of play I witnessed on a daily basis in the lives of children and my efforts to justify the importance of play to both teachers and parents. Thanks in part to Brian's influence, today my thinking, writing, and research focus about play is much broader in scope and sequence.
My first encounter with Brian was at the 2004 annual TASP conference in Atlanta. It was my first year as a university faculty member and I was sharing the results of an empirical study titled, All in a Day's Work: Children's views on play and work at the fifth grade level. I chose an informal roundtable format to share the preliminary results as I was new to academia and to TASP. To my surprise, several attendees visited my twenty-minute roundtable presentation. About halfway through the talk, an elderly gentleman got up from the table and walked out of the room. I assumed that he either lost interest or needed a bathroom break. To my surprise, a few minutes later, the gentleman returned with a Martini in hand. Throughout the presentation, participants asked thoughtful questions and offered sage advice about how the study could be strengthened. Their takeaway message to me as a young play scholar was resounding: it's ok to study play as it has great intrinsic and extrinsic value. Only after the presentation did I learn that the Martini man was Brian Sutton-Smith and from that very moment my professional home became TASP.
In the years from 2004-2014 I got to know Brian on a more personal level through informal discussion over lunch and dinner at the annual TASP gatherings. Brian was also memorialized through fantastic stories shared by colleagues that became more embellished with each passing year. What truly endeared Brian to so many of his colleagues was the combination of his superior intellect and his self-deprecating nature. Brian was as likely to unravel the great mysteries of the universe as he was to make you piss your pants laughing from a bawdy joke. During the annual TASP gathering in 2010, the conference organizers attracted an impressive slate of keynote presenters including Brian Sutton-Smith, Joe Frost, and Stuart Brown, just to name a few. It is customary for keynote addresses not to be scheduled opposite concurrent sessions to provide all attendees the opportunity to partake in these featured sessions. However, due to a scheduling glitch, Brian's keynote titled Play as Emotional Survival was scheduled opposite several concurrent sessions. Soon after Brian's talk began, the program chair realized that none of the attendees were populating the concurrent sessions. So, the program chair interrupted Brian's talk to encourage audience members to visit the concurrent sessions taking place. Nobody left, and Brian continued his talk unfettered.
I was one of the lucky members of the audience that day to observe close up and first hand Brian's last keynote address at TASP. I assisted Brian during the presentation by advancing his overhead transparencies; to date, it is my greatest professional accomplishment. It was obvious in 2010 that Brian's health was failing and that he would soon no longer be able to make the yearly trek to TASP. The 2011 annual meeting of TASP at the Strong National Museum of Play in Rochester, New York, served as Brian's swan song. At that meeting Brian presented his former student Alice Meckley with the Brian Sutton-Smith play scholar award for her dedication to TASP over the years. It was a fitting tribute that Brian present the award named in his honor to one of his former students. It was a personal and professional privilege to have known Brian Sutton-Smith even for the briefest of times. During Brian's memorial service in 2015, his family and friends celebrated a life well lived through touching stories and lifelong memories. I've learned a great deal from Brian over the years, but the most important lesson is that play is a messy, dirty, and bawdy endeavor that should be celebrated and never stifled or censored.
Fraser Brown -the end of a life
I first met Brian when I was asked to 'look after him' for a few days before he spoke at a National Playworkers Conference in the UK. I didn't really know what to expect. In the UK we tend to associate double-barrelled names with certain stereotypical characteristics -mostly not very positive. I knew him from his writing of course, but that just made the thought of trying to entertain him for a week even more intimidating. So it was with a fair amount of trepidation that I waited for him at the airport. I need not have worried. The wonderful man who arrived that day had no airs and graces at all. He was mischievous, funny and playful, yet with a mind as sharp as anyone I had ever met. He was instantly at ease with my whole family -my wife, my daughter, my ageing father-in-law and my one year old grand-daughter.
In the years that followed we became good friends, bonded together by our passion for the study of children's play, a love of sport, and a similar sense of humour. We played games, watched football matches and wrote together. I once helped him edit a complete draft of his 'final' book, albeit (and this was wonderfully typical of Brian) the next time I saw him, he had rewritten the whole thing. Brian contributed a chapter titled Beyond Ambiguity (2008b) to one of my books. This contained a summary of his thoughts about 'play as emotional survival', which was intended to be the title of his final work.
Towards the end of his life, I visited Brian in a care centre in Vermont. Although his health was fading, and his faculties were on the wane, he nevertheless retained the same basic nature that so many of us loved in him. Despite some confusing conversations, we were still able to share meals together, and go walking and enjoy the first signs of spring. In short, despite the lack of focus, Brian was still a joy to be with, just as he always had been.
When Brian finally left us there was a tangible sense of loss, and the tributes started pouring in. Here are a few of them:
There will never be another Brian Sutton-Smith. He was there at the beginning of TASP as well as for anyone who has engaged with the study of play and especially for anyone who wants to play. I think Brian embodied play which is why he was such an amazing person and also researcher. I feel privileged to have known him and to have learned from his work and to have benefited from his support and encouragement. Brian and play are synonymous in my view. He will be greatly missed but his playful presence in everything that he wrote and said will always be with us.
Helen B Schwartzman
He lived a very full life, played well and deeply and with great heart. I was moved by how, along with his deep intellect and breadth of knowledge, he shared, from time to time, such tender caring for his students. And when it came to those wine and cheese socials for which TASP was founded (OK, there were other reasons), he was a firebreathing delight to all. Party on, Brian. Cheers!
Bernie De Koven
Brian's work guided my teaching and research for more than three decades. He was so supportive of my work, and wrote beautiful and persuasive letters for me. I always think of him fondly, and with admiration. When I retired and moved, his were the books that I kept.
Stuart Reifel
The world is less playful with Brian gone. Brian gave the single most brilliant conference presentation I've ever heard, on the ambiguities of play. I think it was at the joint TASP meeting in Baton Rouge in 1983. The contents have faded away over 30 years, but not the wonder of his presentation. Brian didn't romanticize play-he knew it could be ugly, cruel, and nasty, like any other open aspect of the human condition.
Rob Lavenda
And I think this observation is perhaps the most appropriate:
It's been said that we all die twice -once when we take our last breath and once when the last person speaks our name. Brian's work and the friendships he developed ensure that his name will be spoken for a very long time.
David Kuschner
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